January 25, 2020

NDA COIN REPORT
Subject Coin:
1793 1C Chain, AMERI., Sheldon 1, Rarity 4
PCGS AU55 37130169
Image URL: http://images.pcgs.com/CoinFacts/37130169_max.jpg
Known Provenance:
Virgil M. Brand Collection - Thomas L. Elder 10/1935:768 - Henry
C. Hines Collection, sold privately in 1944 - Dr. William H. Sheldon
Collection, sold privately on 4/19/1972 - R.E. "Ted" Naftzger, Jr.
Collection - New Netherlands 11/1973:324 - Benjamin H. Levin and
Edwin Shapiro - Michael Kirzner Collection - Anthony Terranova Jonathan's Coin & Stamp, sold privately on 4/1/1980 - Douglas F.
Bird Collection - Goldbergs 2/2020:1 (as PCGS AU55 37130169)
NDA Census Ranking: #7
Price Report: see attached spreadsheet
Analysis:
The subject coin is a fresh entry to the market, having been part of the
Douglas F. Bird Collection since 1980. It is the second PCGS AU55
AMERI. to appear at auction, following Alan Weinberg’s PCGS
AU55 CAC that sold for $228,000 in January 2019. Census rankings
for the subject coin differ, depending on the source. In the William
Noyes Census (2006), he calls it EF45 and ranks it #5. Del Bland
(2000) also calls it EF45, but ranks it #7. According to Walter Breen
(2000), the die state on the subject coin is intermediate, meaning there
is no crack or rim cud through the tops of TATE on the reverse.

Disclaimer:

The data provided by the Numismatic Detective Agency (NDA) is for information purposes only. NDA
attempts to provide information that is as up-to-date, as complete, and as accurate as possible. However,
inaccuracies, omissions, and errors may occur. NDA is not aware of every coin transaction, nor is it aware
of every condition-rarity coin that exists. New coins appear on the market and grades and values on
currently-known coins can (and do) change. Such events can change the NDA Census rankings.
Therefore, no warranties of any kind are given by NDA about the accuracy and utility of the information
they provide. Before engaging in any transaction, the user of NDA information should perform their own
due diligence and verify the information to their own satisfaction. Because of the volatility and thin
capitalization of the coin market, you buy and sell rare coins at your own risk.

